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. 
Mr. Chairman and Memberr of the Su~convnittrcl, 

We appreciate thir opportunity to tbstify on tha Podera 
* 

Aviation Adminirtration'r (FM) rrtaffing rtandardr 803 the air 

traffic controller work force. Thi8 teotimony prermntir the 

preliminary rerult8 of our work for the Subcommittee. ; When OUy 

review work is completed, we will include the rerult8 !in a report 

to the Subcommittee. 

Our te8timony today foculrerr on three point8. Fii8t, 8taffing 

8tandard8 are critical to the procesr of determining how many 

controllers FAA needs. Second, the current standards Ihave not been 

validated and fa$J rhort of accurately reflecting FAA'8 controller 

8taffing needs, particularly in providing sufficient rtaff to cover 

peak traffic periods and establirhing an adequate training 

pipeline. And third, validated staffing 8tandards that accurately 

reflect needs would provide FM with an effective management tool 

and help restore congressional, controller, and facilgty manager 

confidence in FM judgment8 about itr staffing needr. FM has an 

opportunity to address these matter8 now and, in fact, is taking 

the initial rtep of rearserring it6 8tandard for dete!mining 

controller staffing needs at airport terminals. 

Our findings are based on field work at 15 air..traffic 

facilities and 4 FM regional offices. We visited a crorr-section 

of airport terminals and air route traffic control centers that 

were staffed above, below, and at fiscal year 1987 8t;affing 

8tandard levelr. At each facility, we talked with facility 

manager8, controllere, and their rupervisors and gathered data on 
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work load, staffing requirementr,, rhiftr, attrition, and 

adminirtrativa activities. Wo reviewed FAA’s staffing formula8 and 

methodologier kr well a8 the arrumptionr ured in the& 

mothodologier. And, finally, we alao convened a pan41 of 

oon8ultant8 rsprarenting FM, the airline industry, the military, 

and other interertr to dircurr the rtaffing rtandardi. 

IMPORTANCE OF FM'S 

STAFFING STANDARDS 

Staffing standard8 are used to forecast the re6ources needed 

to accomplish work. They essentially mea6ure the employee hour6 

needed to.perform a function and are used to determine 'the total 

number of employee6 needed to do the work. FM issued an order in 

1983 establishing 6taffing atandarda a6 the basic method of 

"det6rmining, analyzing, and distributing employee resources" for 0 
FM programs. The current 6tandards were developed in 1984-1985, 

and are the fifth in a series of formal controller staffing 

rtandards. FM fir& used controller staffing rtandardrr in the 

19606, but they have evolved over the year6 from relatively 8imple 

standard8 to today's more sophisticated computer models. FM use8 

its staffing etandards in developing appropriation reque6t8 to the 

Congrera. b 

To project requirements for air traffic controllers, FM 

hoadquartars usem two separate standards --one for airport terminal8 

and another for air route traffic control center8. Ba8ed on I 

historical aircraft activity, these standard6 generate axpected 
0 
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work load which 18 expressed in employ6e hour@ iok k&h &mtroller~ I 
and air traffic a8818tant8. ' : 

OXICe historical controller work load ia calo&bd, 

adjU8tXIWbtr are made to account for aviation growkhiand anticipated 

future work load; the work time available per employee taking into 

account leave, training, and other activities; and deduced staffing 

COverage for weekends when there i8 IQ88 air traffic. In addition 

to these adjUStment8, which are made to both StandardS, other6 are 

made to the center standard for the number of shifts and for time 

spent by supervisors working air traffic. Finally, FM 

headquarters adds to a facility's staffing allocation a number for 

a training pipeline. 

Once all adjustment8 have been made, a final "rtaffing 

standard number” is arrived at for each FM air traffic facility. 

Headquarter6 6endS therre staffing projection8 to the regions which 

in turn provide comments to headquarter6 on the adequacy of the 

proposed staffing allocation6 for its facilitie8. When an 

appropriation is passed, final allocation6 are made,to each region, 

ba6ed on these comments, although 8ome region6 further adjust 

h6adquarterr' ruggo6ted staffing for specific facil$ties. 

SHORTFALLS IN CURRENT STAFFING STANDARDS 

Staffing 8tandard6 must be continuously maintained and 

periodically validated for accuracy because they cab become 

outdated within a year of their establishment. Although 

maintenance and revalidation of staffing Standard8 are FM 

requirement6, we found that FM ha8 not established a prOCe86 t0 
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maintain and .v~tldatbi its contiolper 8taf+g Sta~~atfdS. ' *The House '~i..llcI,",*,. "I*l~8#~#N,', ,*I,(,.,, I <(ll,# v,nwl,i,.,,:Pl*I i*I,.*m' *a"" * 
Appropriations Committee criticircrd FM in 1978 fob: iot validating 

; 
it* Staffing StandrrdS. If FAA doer not maintein &tq'Staffing 

standards, it cannot assure that these Standard8 rqfiect actual 
/ 

Staffing needs. 
$ 

Our work show8 that because of certain assumpticjn8 that FAA 

uses in its current standardr, proposed staffing all*tions 

understate actual need6, PartiCUlarly the a88UptiOnS~ that 

terminals should not be staffed for peak traffic peribd6 and that 

cent6rr work eight 6hift6 per day. In addition, the bay that FM 

estimate6 it6 training pipeline need8 and fOreCaSt8 fbture work 1 
load affects the accuracy of the staffing standards. 

Key chanqes to rtaffing standards 

The current staffing 8tandarde represent a fundamental change 

in FM’8 controller staffing philosophy since the August 1981 

controller6 rtrike. Before the strike, FM’s approach wa6 to 

provide a staffing cushion to protect against "hard tfmes." With 

the strike, FM management decided that staffing befoj"e the rtrike 

, ! 

war too high. 

In 1982, FM shifted to providing a staffing level that would 
b 

cover average system requirements. FM assumed that Wertime would / 

be used to cover traffic p%akS, prime annual leave pe$iodrs, and 

other special requirements. FM impl6mented this polfcy shift by 

changing its existing staffing standard6 for the controller work 

force. For example, FM changed the activity day on \irhich terminal 

Staffing 18 b66ed from the 37th bueiest day of the year (90th 
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percentile day) to the 187th bUSi88t day (average day). We believe 

,that this FM approach provides only the minimum staffing levels 

needed to meet the requitementr of both the air traffic oontrol 

system and its per8onnel. 
I 

Other calculation8 also reflect the change in FM’s staffing 

philosophy and re6ult in the standards not accurately ref*ecting 

field conditions. Headquarters, for example, bases its staffing 

allocations for centers on an assumption that eight shift; will be 

worked per day. The centers we visited generally used from three 

to five shifts per day, rather than the eight a88Wned by 

headquarters. This means that these facilities would require more 

staff 'or overtime to handle peak traffic since they have fewer 

overlapping shifts. Multiple shifts allow a manager to tailor 

controller schedules to m8et traffic demand. Managers can u6e 

fewer people to cover peak demand with flexible shift scheduling. 

Training pipeline and aviation 

forecasts underestimate needs 

The purposes of a pipeline are to, first, ensure that trained 

controllers are available when full performance level--or FPL-- 

controllers leave,. and llecond, provide additional FPL staiffing to 

meet increasing work load6. According to our analysis, however, 

FM’8 rtaffing standards undercetimste its training pipel!ne nesds. 

FM’s fiscal year 1987 pipeline allowance, of 6 percent for 

terminal8 and 9 percent for centers, W66 significantly 1oWer than 

needed to compensate for actual attrition. The average FPL 

attrition at the faciliti;s we visited wa6 15 percent for terminals 
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and 13 p*r~ent,~~~~~;,,,,nznnterr, not counting additional losses of 

developxnental controller6 during facility training. 

Thie und8r88timation is a result of FM using pt&rtrike 

attrition rates rather than recent field attrition. The pipeline 

is not future-oriented because it doer not COn8id.r pkential i 
future attrition from retirements or career progression nor does it 

take into account the fact that facilities need additional 

developmental controllers to make up for FPL shortaged. FM 

recognizes that it6 pipeline is a problem and plans to reexamine it 

during its rea66e86ment of the terminal staffing standard. 

The accuracy of FM’s aviation forecasts also affect6 FM'8 

Standards. For example, FM underestimated fiscal year 1987 

aviation activity and had to amend its 1988 budget request to 

reflect increased sta>fing needr. The staffing Standard8 process 

also cannot react quickly to changes in work load--such as an 

airline's decirion to start a new hub or base of operations at an 

airport. 

FM NEEDS TO ESTABLISH ITS 

CONTROLLER STAFFING STANDARDS 

AS A CREDIBLE MANAGEMENT TOOL 

FM’s controller staffing 

a management tool 

standards proces6 

staffing do88 not 

facility manager8 

and there is little understanding of the staffing 

standards have not been effective as 

outride of FM headquarters. FM's,actual 

reflect the standards and our discussion6 with 

sug;eLt that the standards do not produce 
s 

staffing ertimates that are accepted as accurate. 
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We found -that *he methodolog i**i ur,@:,, jdtb~&~~~~~~qu=~n~ I I 

standard8 are not well known or underttbodin t~ha;,~$$a&d+ thar,at 
I 

t' 
the region or frciljty level. Some center nani$8kr we v/is ted, for 

: ,,._ ! I‘... jl *DI 
example, did not understand that the aircraft afti,~ity,$ap~s they > * 
had submitted to headquarter8 were being used to generat? $ 'heir 

1 
staffing. A6 a result of this limited understanding, rrgidns and 

facility manager6 use a variety Of method8 in re8pOnding t+ 

headquarters* proposed staffing allocations. For example,'onlJ 1 ' 

of the 15 facilities we v.isited was using a portion of the(current 

FM crtandard to estimate its staffing needs; the other 14 t)oed 

different methoda. Furtharmore, 10 facilities used a meth+d other 

than their regional offices used to estimate staffing. In only one 

of the four regions we visited-the Southern Region--did b+h the 

region and facility manager6 use the same method to e6timate their 

staffing requirements. The method they used, however, was’FM*s 

pre-6trik8 staffing standards. 

There is a sharp contrast between the view6 of headquarters 

and field official8 on FAA’S controller staffing 6tandardsi with 

headquarter8 official6 describing the staffing levels provided by 

the standards a6 "roughly rights while field manager6 we vi6ited 

deecribsd them a6 inadequate. According to facility managers at 

both center6 and terminals, they could not operate as they,do now 

if they were limited to the staffing levels resulting from. FAA's 

atandards. Although manager6 believed that they could 6tijl handle 

the air traffic, they predicted other impacts from these lower 
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staffing lavelr ruch a8 oliminating all controllw tr+ining and 

donying requertr for annual leave. 

Recent congrerrional actiona have offmt sonn of’ithe problem8 

created by FAA'8 controller rtaffing rtandardr. As &wn in the 

l ttached appendix, in fi8cal year 1987 the Congress a+thorited 

8taffing for about 1,100 more positiona than called f&r in the 

8taffing l tandard8. And for fircal year 1988, both the House and * 

the Senate Appropriation8 Committees are again proporring 8taffing 

level8 higher than there called for by the rtaffing 8tandard8. 

Even the higher staffing levels authorieed by the Congre8s may 

not be rufficient to meet the field's needs. Four of the 15 

facilities we visited were melected because they were 8taffed above 

the rtandard. According to three of these facility managers, 

additional rerourcdir are still needed because FPL controller 

8taffing ir below optimum; overtime expenditures conk&me at high 

levels; and new work load has not been factored into existing 

authorizationr. Becawe of increased 'overtime at terminals, FM 

experienced a nationwide increarre in overtime expenditures in 

fircal year 1987 a8 compared to fi8cal year 1986. Hokever, we 

believe that FM would have experienced more 8erioue kmpact8 from 

reduced controller rtaffing level8 if the Congress had not b 

authorized more staffing than FM requested. These impacts would . 

include an even greater increarre in overtime, reduced: levels of / 
8orvice, increased flight delay8, and deterioration*Iti'controller 

, r) morale. 
li 

--a-- 
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In mmmmry, we believe that s4affiqg +ndar+,j +,rF &iticql b 
for estimating controller staffing,needr,' FM needy l stim+es 

which manager8 and controllers agree are reasonably a’i?purate 

reflections of actual staffing needr. Reliable rtandaFd8 would 
greatly 'as8ist the COnQre88 in dstermining the appropr!ate levels . 
of funding and rtandardrr of performance for FM to achkeve. 

, 
Accomplishing this, however, will require standard8 that meet FM’s 

8tated objectives of being high quality, current, and accurate. 

While we ars still in the process of formulating our specific 

recommendation8 for our forthcoming report, it is clear to u8 that 

FM murrt improve it8 rtandard setting process. We bel'ieve that FM 

nseds to do three thing8 to put itself back in the porition where 

the Congrem can rely on its judgments about controller staffing 

needs. First, FM nsed8 to revise its standards to better reflect 

the staffing levels managers need to operate their faqilities. 

Second, FM need8 to inform the field more effectively about its 

staffing process as well as incorporate field need8 and 

perspective8 into that process. This approach would enhance the 

rtandards' acceptability and use in the,field as wsll'as help 

ensure that their projections are up-to-date and reflect actual 

field conditions. Third, FM needs to develop a formal validation b 

prOCeslr to ensure that it8 standards are accurate and current, and 

a formal feedback procem, to ensure adequate staffing for each 

facility and its level of activity. FM har taken 8everal initial 

rteps toward6 improving its standards by reassessing the terminal 
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staffing standard and pro.cedures fbr calculating controlih 

pipeline needs. 

Mr. Chairman, thi8 concludes our prepared rtatm+t. I will . 

be pha8ed to answer any questions you may have at th$B time. 




